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Abstract: 
This paper presents a real case of digital forensic analysis in or-
ganizational fraud auditing process investigated using two different 
forensic tools, namely Tableau TD3 Touch Screen Forensic Imager 
and Access Data FTK Imager. Fraud auditing is more of a mindset 
than a methodology and has different approaches from financial au-
diting. Fraud auditors are mostly focused on exceptions, accounting 
irregularities, and patterns of their conduct. Financial auditors place 
special emphasis on the audit trail and material misstatements. A 
fraud case investigation of non-cash misappropriations committed 
by an employee, the warehouseman, will be presented herein in order 
to highlight the usefulness of fraud auditing, which can reveal many 
forms of financial crime and can be used in both private and public 
sector companies. Due to the computerized accounting environment, 
fraud investigation requires a combination of auditing, computer 
crime and digital forensic investigation skills, which can be achieved 
through joint efforts and cooperation of both digital investigator and 
fraud auditor as proposed herein.
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INTRODUCTION

Auditing is a process that enables determining 
reliability of recorded, classi� ed and summarized 
� nancial data. It is necessary due to huge volume 
of business transactions (IBM, 2013) and complex 
accounting standards. Accounting di� ers from 
auditing, as a process of recording, classi� cation 
and summarizing of economic events to help the 
management make informed decisions based on 
the sound � nancial data (Nigrini, 2011).

Fraud, as a criminal o� ence, is a generic term 
that includes surprising, tricking, cunning, and 
unfair behaviour by which someone else is cheated. 
� e only boundaries de� ning it are those that limit 
human ingenuity to get an advantage through false 
means or representations. Corporate fraud is any 
fraud perpetrated by, for, or against some busi-
ness corporation (Singleton & Singleton, 2010). An 
occupational fraud and abuse, or employee fraud 
is: “the use of one’s occupation for personal gain 
through deliberate misuse or the�  of the employing 
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organization’s resources or assets” (Nigrini, 2011). 
Occupational fraud includes corruption, asset mis-
appropriation and � nancial statement fraud. � e 
typical organization’s loses due to occupational 
fraud are estimated up to 5% of its annual revenues 
(ACFE, 2016). In this paper, a fraud case of non-
cash misappropriations is presented. An employee 
steals inventory from the warehouse in order to sell 
it and earn extra money. 

Economic motives are the most common rea-
son for committing despite the presence of other 
reasons such as egocentric, ideological, emotional 
etc. Essentially, every fraud includes motivation, 
opportunity and rationalization (the “fraud tri-
angle”) (Nigrini, 2011). Many researchers have 
demonstrated that the fraud triangle can be of great 
help in pro� ling employees committing fraud (Se-
ward, 2011). In the computerized accounting envi-
ronment, fraud could be committed at the input, 
throughput or output processing phases. How-
ever, entering fraudulent data at the input state is 
the most usual fraudulent behaviour by ordinary 
employees, including account payables, bene� ts, 
or expense claims. Frauds within organizations 
are mainly associated with the absence of internal 
controls rather than their weaknesses (Singleton & 
Singleton, 2010). � e lack of internal control starts 
from the strength of access control mechanism to 
computers in the business information system. It 
is well-known that many passwords selected by 
users can be easily cracked by the so called dic-
tionary attack, even with a laptop and Windows 
XP operative system within a few seconds. As the 
password remains the � rst and the most important 
authentication method, companies have to devote 
particular attention to this � eld. Some international 
standard recommendations are to select a password 
with eight or more combined characters (lower and 
upper case letters, digits and punctuation marks, 
or other special characters). � e length of the user-
selected password seems to be a more important 
parameter. User-selected passwords can provide 
strong protection if some simple rules are applied 
and the password encoding hash algorithm of the 
operating system is strong. � e simple rules for 

a “good” password could be as follows: easy-to-
remember, hard-to-guess, in unusual language, 
rather long, regularly changed, not shared with 
anybody, and without excessively complex struc-
ture (Keszthelyi, 2013).

However, some sophisticated attacks such as 
Trojan horse key logger installed into a computer 
can easily steal any user-selected password online. 
� erefore, accounting frauds can rather be discov-
ered by reactive than proactive measures. Some 
statistical data show that out of the overall 65% of 
detected frauds, only 10% are detected by � nan-
cial auditors, while 23% of frauds are identi� ed 
by means of proactive internal control measures. 
Proactive fraud prevention depends mainly on 
adequate controls and the appropriate workplace 
culture including a high level of personal honesty 
and fair behaviour (Nigrini, 2011). 

All kinds of fraud such as the� , irregularities, 
white-collar crime, and embezzlement are almost 
synonymous, but are not identical in terms of crim-
inal law. In a legal fraud investigation, the intent 
is the most di�  cult aspect to be proved, because 
it occurs in one’s mind and the proof is becom-
ing circumstantial. In the private sector, auditing 
fraud can be useful for most cases of � nancial crime 
such as: embezzlement; misrepresentations of � -
nancial facts; arson-for-profit; bankruptcy fraud; 
investment frauds of all manner and deception; 
bank fraud; kickbacks and commercial bribery; 
computer frauds; frauds of electronic funds trans-
fer (EFT) systems; credit card frauds; and scams 
and schemes by vendors, suppliers, contractors 
and customers. In any and all cases, fraud must 
be considered an economic, social and organiza-
tional phenomenon (Singleton & Singleton, 2010).
� erefore, modern organizations need to have a 
forensically ready cloud environment to respond 
adequately to forensic events and demonstrate 
compliance with the applicable laws and regula-
tions (Elyas et al., 2014).

In this fraud case, the internal auditor could 
not detect any irregularities, but remained suspi-
cious due to his business experience and previous 
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knowledge that the related item was not needed in 
such quantity. � erefore, he took the case over to 
digital forensic examiner. In this paper, the aspects 
of the digital forensic investigation and analysis of 
the case are described.

REVIEW OF SOME PREVIOUS WORK

Numerous authors have already elaborated on 
the methods and techniques of forensic account-
ing investigations. According to Nigrini, forensic 
accounting investigation process is described in de-
tail. Some advanced techniques such as data min-
ing (Panigrahi, 2006) and mathematical models 
(Panigrahi, 2006; Nigrini, 2009) have also been 
suggested for the forensic accounting investiga-
tions process. As regards � nancial statement audits, 
the most frequently used tools for examination of 
client data are Excel, CaseWare IDEA and ACL 
So� ware. Traditionally, these and similar tools 
have been called Computer Assisted Audit Tools 
and Techniques - CAATTs (Coderre, 2009). Some 
speci� c data mining tools can disclose patterns 
of fraudulent data transactions such as unusual 
entries of transactions, excessively high or low 
value of a variable, and various � les of accounting 
transactions or unexplained values of records. Gray 
& Debreceny (2014) identi� ed speci� c fraud and 
evidence combinations in which the use of data 
mining would be the most or least e� ective. By tak-
ing into consideration fraud scheme components 
de� ned by Gao and Srivastava (2011) and data 
mining functionality, they proposed a taxonomy 
that identi� es the most e� ective combinations 
of those components. Although there isn’t much 
information in the literature on the application 
of data mining techniques to auditing in general 
and fraud detection in particular, some sources 
need to be mentioned (Jans et al., 2010; Ravisankar 
et al., 2011; Perols, 2011; Alden et al., 2012). � e 
� rst mathematical model (� e Benford’s Law) sug-
gested that fraudulent � gures have a di� erent pat-
tern than the valid ones, while the second model 
(� e Relative Size Factor) detects unusual � gures 
and data that could be made by errors or frauds 

(Panigrahi, 2006). However, the growth of big data 
and belonging technology (IBM, 2013), and the 
complexity of � nancial transactions and fraudsters’ 
skilfulness are the main problems in forensic ac-
counting and fraud investigation processes.

DIGITAL FORENSIC INVESTIGATION 
IN FRAUD AUDITING PROCESS

Digital forensic investigation, by its nature, is 
a dichotomy phenomenon; it is as much an art as 
it is a science. At the same time, it represents both 
an intuitive process and the formal analytical and 
scienti� c methodology (Milosavljević & Grubor, 
2010). � erefore, it is di�  cult to be taught and 
learned. Similarly, fraud auditing process depends 
more on intuition and thinking as a thief would, 
than on various formally learnt subjects. A digital 
forensic examiner, like a fraud auditor, looks for 
relevant information without presumption, organ-
izes it and tries to discover relevant data and make 
a pattern they create in order to reconstruct what 
may have occurred (Singleton & Singleton, 2010; 
Milosavljević & Grubor, 2010). Event reconstruc-
tion is one of the most important steps in digital 
investigation. It allows investigators to understand 
the timeline of a criminal case (Chabot et al., 2014). 
Also, in the computerized environment, fraud 
auditors should be familiar with relevant legisla-
tion, applicable standards and other requirements 
within the organization. 

However, investigating fraud related to com-
puters or networks as well as the Internet requires 
a combination of auditing, computer crime and 
digital forensic investigation skills. In the current 
reporting environment, forensic accountants are 
undoubtedly in great demand for their account-
ing, auditing, legal, and investigative skills. � ey 
can play a vital role in coordinating the company‘s 
e� orts to achieve a cohesive policy of ethical behav-
iour within an organization (Bhasin, 2015; Arežina 
et al., 2014; Gbegi & Adebisi, 2014). Unfortunately, 
it is quite di�  cult to encounter all these skills in 
one person. A digital forensic investigator applies 
forensic rules, principles, techniques and tools to 
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investigate the computer related fraud (Harlan, 
2009; Jones et al., 2005). On the other hand, au-
ditors could provide forensic investigators with 
the knowledge of accounting and auditing rules, 
principles, techniques, and methods. Since generic 
fraud involves many variables such as fraud types, 
victim types, crime methods, techniques and tools, 
it seems almost impossible to create a uni� ed and 
comprehensive theory or solution. 

Hence, a model of combined approach and 
team work of both digital investigator and fraud 
auditor is proposed herein. However, a digital fo-
rensic examiner should be familiar with the main 
principles of fraud audit to be e� ective in fraud in-
vestigation (Table 1) (Singleton & Singleton, 2010).

No. Fraud auditing principle

1
Being at the same time an art and a science, 
fraud auditing is di� erent from � nancial au-
diting.

2
Fraud auditors place emphasis on the excep-
tions, irregularities, and oddities of accounting 
conduct patterns.

3
Essentially, any fraud is an intentional change 
of � nancial or material facts in order to gain 
some bene� ts.

4 Despite some fraud theories, fraud auditing is 
learned primarily from experience.

5
� ere are many reasons for committing fraud 
such as economic, emotional, egocentric, psy-
chotics etc.

6
Places where fraud could be committed in 
digital environment are at input, transition or 
output of transaction.

7 Some � nancial gains are the most usual among 
internal frauds made by employees.

8 � e lack of or poor control is most o� en the 
cause of accounting frauds.

9 Accounting frauds are more o� en discovered 
by reactive than proactive actions.

10
Proactive fraud measures mainly depend on 
adequate internal controls, personal honesty 
and fair business.

Table 1. The main principles of fraud auditi ng

� e inventory oversize is the most common 
type of organisational fraud. � e number of pur-
chased items is more or less susceptible to fraud, 
and is therefore necessary to check and correct 
the data in the orders and on the invoices. � is is 
a rather simple process as it does not require il-
legal transactions (Kwok, 2008). However, stealing 
material items from the company is almost always 
a result of false data disclosed in � nancial reports 
and can be easily hidden in the computer system. 

In the case of organisational fraud, the main 
objective is to determine whether a fraud has oc-
curred, or is occurring, and identify the fraudster. 
� e � rst step is to make a hypothesis in order to 
initiate fraud investigation. According to digital 
forensic science, the forensic hypothesis must 
have at least six elements (Milosavljević & Grubor, 
2010), but eliminating all of the obvious facts is the 
very � rst one. Forensic investigator should prove 
whether the fraud has already happened or is hap-
pening, or will happen. A� erwards, the forensic 
investigator should generate most likely fraud 
scheme and propose it to the fraud auditor. Fraud 
investigation plan in digital environment should 
include data collection, acquisition, analysis and 
digital evidence presentation, as well as the choice 
of the appropriate forensic tools and techniques. 
Forensic investigator and fraud accountant must 
maintain a chain of custody of forensic evidence 
and preserve evidence integrity until the end of 
the legal process (Jones et al., 2005; Kwok, 2008). 
At the end of fraud reconstruction, the forensic 
investigator and fraud accountant write up their 
� ndings for hiring party and courtroom.

Upon gathering accounting evidence from the 
computer system and network, the forensic ac-
countant (or fraud accountant) will attempt to 
gather evidence from other sources such as the 
crime investigator, video monitoring system and 
eyewitnesses, in order to reconstruct the fraud 
event. In the next step, the forensic accountant 
mounts a forensic image of the suspected com-
puter and other relevant data from the investi-
gation process onto the virtual forensic machine 
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to prevent the so-called “Trojan Horse Defence” 
(Milosavljević & Grubor, 2010), and prove the sus-
pect’s knowledge or unawareness. Immediately 
upon that, a forensic analyst or forensic account-
ant analyses the traces of the acquired corrobora-
tive digital data and the data from other sources, 
such as video monitoring system or law enforce-
ment information, using the appropriate forensic 
tools and techniques (Harlan, 2009; Milosavljević 
& Grubor, 2010). � e digital evidence can be a 
key to reconstruct any fraud in digital environ-
ment and to create report and perform courtroom 
testimony (Winch, 2007). In this fraud case, the 
Integrated Forensic Accounting Process Model 
(Grubor et al., 2013) is applied by two digital fo-
rensic analysts (DFAs) using two di� erent forensic 
tools. However, a professional accountant had to 
interpret the content of the digital evidence � nd-
ings (AFTWIT).

FRAUD CASE - FORENSIC ANALYSIS 

In this fraud case, the senior accountant from 
the inventory team, getting suspicious about the 
unusual excess of the subject item, made the � rst 
step in the investigation process. He collected the 
data from video monitoring system and acquired 
the suspected computer as electronic evidence. 
However, he couldn’t prove his suspicions due 
to the lack of digital forensic knowledge. � ere-
a� er, he hired a DFA who took forensic image of 
the suspected computer’s hard disk. In order to 
verify the digital evidence, two forensic analysts 
from the Association (AFTWIT) performed an 
independent analysis using two di� erent forensic 
tools (Figure 1).

� e forensic analysts worked separately but 
interactively with the senior accountant on the 
main decision points. Finally, the DFAs and the 

Figure 1. Integrated forensic accounti ng investi gati ve process model 
Source: Grubor et al. (2013)
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accountant jointly reconstructed the fraud case 
and reported � ndings to the company’s owner 
who was supposed to give over the case to the law 
enforcement (Grubor et al., 2013). 

� e senior accountant, as an internal auditor, 
described fraud event in his investigation require-
ment (Table 2). � e DFA, hired by the Association 
(AFTWIT), received the compromised computer 
with user accounts and passwords.

Warehouseman was informed on Friday a� er-
noon that part-time inventory started on Mon-
day morning.

On Friday a� ernoon, the accountant printed 
the list of inventory to the internal auditors 
team.

On Monday morning, the accountant gave the 
list of inventory to the internal auditors’ team.

Auditors identi� ed that there were 134 pieces of 
article under code number 1034.

A member of auditing team from purchasing 
department got suspicious regarding the quan-
tity of item 1034.

A leading internal auditor required printing of 
item 1034 card and identi� ed only 74 pieces. 

An accountant printed again the inventory re-
port from the ledger and there were 74 pieces of 
the article 1034 in it.

Table 2. Requirements for forensic investi gati on

As the � rst step, the forensic analysts identi� ed 
the following facts:

1. Compromised computer was turned o�  and 
the printer was not logged in the history of 
usage.

2. � e computer was neither networked nor 
the member of any domain.

3. Controversial reports had been printed via 
the USB device. 

4. Computer had wireless Internet access, an-
tivirus program and � rewall.

5. � ere was no cryptography in the computer. 
6. Hard disk (HD) was 120 GB, Operative sys-

tem was XP Professional SP3.
7. Accountant, warehouseman, seller, system 

administrator, accounting application ad-
ministrator, owner and internal auditor 
were familiar with the user account and 
password to log in OS and accounting ap-
plication.

A� erwards, the forensic analyst took forensic 
image of HD 120 GB (Table 3) locally by Tableau 
TD3 Touch Screen Forensic Imager in order to in-
vestigate the accounting application in a virtual 
machine.

Physical Evidentiary Item (Source) Information

[Drive Geometry]

Cylinders: 
Tracks per 
Cylinder: 
Sectors per 
Track: 
Bytes per Sector: 
Sector Count: 

14,593

255

63
512
234,441,648

[Physical Drive Information]

Drive Model: 
Drive Serial 
Number: 
Drive Interface 
Type:
Source data size: 
Sector count: 

TOSHIBA MK1252GSX

948TLO2TC 

IDE
114473 MB
234441648

[Computed Hashes]

MD5 checksum: e1533bfc695ae563f-
c9302a37e4d8786

SHA1 
checksum: 

2ce5cadc0ca54d-
82ce21924e0498448536b23505

Table 3. Forensic image data

In the next step, a virtual machine is created 
by Live View 07b forensic open source tool. � en, 
Windows OS (Harlan, 2009) event log, recent 
programs, recent items and hidden data (Keman, 
2004), as well as the accounting application meta-
data (Jones, 2006; Microso�  KB, 2007; Microso�  
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KB, 2013) are analysed. � e RegScanner program 
is installed to identify changes in Registry key from 
Friday (June 21, 2013) to Monday (June 24, 2013). 
� e image analysis results on the forensic virtual 
machine from June 24, 2013 at 08:19:45 AM up 
to June 24, 2013 at 08:37:13AM are summarized 
in Table 4.

1. In Registry base are identi� ed:

a. use of accounting application Prvi2005.exe
b. access to .pdf document - report “inventory 

report 2013.pdf”, created at Friday
c. access to .pdf document - report “part-time 

inventory report 2013.pdf”, created at Sun-
day

2. Comparison of the two reports (from Friday and 
Sunday) shows: 

a. State of item 1034 in ledger list was increased 
for 60 pieces in report “part-time inventory 
report 2013.pdf”. 

Table 4. The results of image analysis on the forensic 
virtual machine 

� e digital evidence retrieved by the RegScan-
ner analysis of the events from June 24, 2013 at 
08:19:45AM up to June 24, 2013 at 08:37:13AM, 
in Microso�  (MS) Access data base, use of Adobe.
pdf � le and accountant application are shown in 
Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\So� ware\Microso� \Of-
� ce\15.0\Access\Place MRU

HKEY_USERS\S-1-5-21-527500354-3516707547-
4227690221-1000\So� ware\Microso� \O�  ce\15.0\Ac-
cess\Place MRU

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\So� ware\Microso� \Of-
� ce\15.0\Access\File MRU

HKEY_USERS
\S-1-5-21-527500354-3516707547-4227690221-1000\
So� ware\Microso� \O�  ce\15.0\ Access\File MRU

HKU
\S-1-5-21-527500354-3516707547-4227690221-1000\
So� ware\Microso� \Windows\CurrentVersion\Explor-
er\RecentDocs\.mdb

Table 5. The evidence from MS Access data base

� e evidence from the use of Adobe .pdf docu-
ment is shown in Table 6.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\So� ware\Microso� \Win-
dows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDocs\.pdf

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\So� ware\Microso� \Win-
dows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RecentDocs\Folder

HKU
\S-1-5-21-3847162342-2421605019-2411098501-1006\
So� ware\Adobe\AcrobatReader\8.0\AVGeneral\cRe-
centFiles\c2

HKU
\S-1-5-21-3847162342-2421605019-2411098501-1006\
So� ware\Microso� \Windows\CurrentVersion\Explor-
er\ComDlg32\OpenSaveMRU

Table 6. The evidence from the Adobe .pdf document 

� e evidence for the use of accountant applica-
tion is presented in Table 7.

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\So� ware\Microso� \
Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\RunMRU

Table 7. The evidence for the use of accountant ap-
plicati on

� e results of the system log � le analysis are 
shown in Tables 8 and 9, respectively.

Log Name: System

Source: Microso� -Windows-Kernel-
General

Date: 24.6.2013 8:19:45

Event ID: 12

Task Category: None

Level: Information

Keywords:

User: kosa

Computer: Toshiba

Description:
� e operating system started 
at system time 2013-06-
24,08:19:45.375199800.

Table 8. Event log “12”evidence for computer turning 
on (June 24, 2013 at 08:19:45AM)
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Log Name: System

Source: Microso� -Windows-Kernel-
General

Date: 24.6.2013 08:37:13

Event ID: 13

Task Category: None

Level: Information

Keywords: N/A

User: N/A

Computer: Toshiba

Description:
� e operating system was shut-
ting down at system time 2013-
06-24,08:37:13.673632100.

Table 9. Event log “13” evidence for computer turning 
off  (June 24, 2013 at 08:37:13AM)

� e results of the � le system forensic analysis 
are obtained by opening HD image in Access Data 
FTK Imager forensic tool (Table 10).

In MS Access base � le “GSD2013.mdb” is modi-
� ed on June 24, 2013 at 08:23:14h

.pdf part-time inventory report (“izvestajzapopis-
vanredni 2013.pdf ”) is on created June 24, 2013 at 
08:23:14h
.pdf part-time inventory report (“izvestajzapopis-
vanredni2013.pdf ”) is accessed on June 24, 2013 
at 08:24:51h

Accountant application “Prvi2005.exe” is used on  
June 24, 2013 at 08:26:33h

Table 10. The results of RegScanner analysis by Access 
Data FTK Imager 

RESULTS OF FORENSIC ANALYSIS

Forensic analysts produce a forensic report 
(King, 2009), including their opinions and rec-
ommendations. In this fraud case, somebody un-
der the user name “Kosa” used the computer with 
accounting application and � nancial data of the 
company between June 24, 2013 at 08:19:45AM 
and June 24, 2013 at 08:37:13AM. � e MS Ac-
cess data base “GSD2013.mdb” was changed and 
accounting application “Prvi2005.exe” was used. 

It was proved that there were two versions of the 
inventory report from the ledger list – one from 
Friday and the other one from Sunday. In the re-
port from Sunday, there were 60 pieces of the item 
No. 1034, which is more than in the previous one.

It was necessary to identify who visited the of-
� ce on Sunday 24, June 2013, and whether he/she 
knew the credentials for the access to the computer 
and accounting application, and to investigate his/
her motives for such manipulation.

FRAUD CASE RECONSTRUCTION

According to the results of the digital forensic 
analysis and evidence from other sources such as 
records of video monitoring system and internal 
accounting auditor’s investigation, the fraud case 
was reconstructed by team work comprising an in-
ternal accounting auditor and two digital forensic 
analysts. � e warehouseman N.M. made a secret 
deal with the supplier in order to make and share 
some extra money. � us, alongside the regular 
order, he received some extra items from the sup-
plier which he later on traded on the black market 
for cash. He was supposed to share all extra money 
earned with the supplier. He never made a record 
of those extra items in the � nancial documents 
and books, nor presented them as the company’s 
trade business. � e suspected item is stored under 
the code No. 1034 in the inventory and � nancial 
database. In the warehouse, there were 60 pieces 
of that item unrecorded in the company’s o�  cial 
documents and item cards. However, the general 
manager of the company suddenly ordered an 
internal control of inventories due to some other 
operational reasons. � erefore, the warehouseman 
did not have su�  cient time or the opportunity to 
remove the extra stocked items. In order to de-
ceive the internal auditing team by claiming that 
there was no higher number of the item No. 1034 
recorded in books, the warehouseman committed 
the following deception. He had already known 
that the company’s accountant printed out the 
inventory list with the registered amount of 74 
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pieces of the item No. 1034 instead of 134, and 
le�  it on his table on Friday a� ernoon with the 
intention of giving it over to the internal auditing 
team a� er � nishing inventory of the stored items 
on Monday morning. Hence, the warehouseman 
came to the company on Sunday, with an excuse 
that he was preparing the warehouse for inven-
tory registration. However, he quietly slipped into 
the o�  ce of an accountant and printed out a new, 
false inventory list with the amount of 134 pieces 
of the item No. 1034, and replaced it with the cor-
rect list that had already been on the table. He also 
accessed the database and changed the amount of 
the same item in the entering documents. Instead 
of 74 pieces of the ordered item No. 1034 and its 
value of 11,680 RSD, he changed them to 134 pieces 
with the value of 29,200 RSD. Since he knew the 
password, he opened the accounting so� ware and 
changed the same values. He printed out a false 
report and replaced already completed report on 
the table made by the accountant of the company 
on Friday a� ernoon. � erea� er, warehouseman ac-
cessed the database and returned the replaced data 
back to correct values (74 and 11,680 RSD). On 
Monday morning, the accountant of a company 
took the report from his table, unaware that it was a 
false one, and gave it to the internal auditing team. 
Hence, the auditors were able to discover “the right 
state” in the stored items, and the warehouseman 
still had extra items to sell for pro� t.

However, a member of the inventory team be-
came suspicious about such high number of item 
No. 1034, since he had experience with that item 
from his previous job in the same company. 

� erefore, he decided to check it with the com-
mercial department and ask them why they pur-
chased so many pieces of item No. 1034. In fact, 
that was the red � ag for the main accountant to 
start his investigation. Having certain di�  culties to 
understand changes in commercial documents and 
compare database, he decided to hire the foren-
sic investigator from the Association of Forensic 
Testimony Witnesses for Information Technology 
in the Republic of Serbia (AFTWIT).� e hired 

forensic investigator employed another forensic 
analyst from the Association, just to con� rm the 
digital evidence through two independent analyses 
and di� erent forensic tools. 

It could be observed from the video monitor-
ing system that only one person visited the o�  ce 
of the chief accountant during the weekend. � is 
reduced the number of suspects to one person. In 
spite of the completed fraud investigation, there 
was not su�  cient evidence to con� rm that a par-
ticular person committed fraud. However, using 
digital evidence from the digital forensic analysis 
process, it was con� rmed that the suspected ware-
houseman committed the fraud. 

Generally, four kinds of evidence are common-
ly used for fraud prosecution: physical evidence, 
evidence based on witness testimony, documen-
tary evidence and demonstrative evidence (Kwok, 
2008). In this fraud case, the documentary evi-
dence supported by demonstrative digital forensic 
evidence was prepared for a likely legal procedure. 
Fraudsters sometimes use false documents to cover 
up the fraud. Obviously, this fraud could be un-
likely discovered only based on the false � nancial 
documents. In this case, besides false documents, 
the digital traces made by the company’s computer 
and video monitoring systems were more decisive 
for fraud reconstruction. 

From the digital forensic point of view, in order 
to prevent such kind of fraud through computer 
misuse and change of the accounting application, 
the option Track Changes in reporting Excel � le 
must have been enabled and another application 
implemented to prevent its disabling (Microso�  
KB, 2007). In this way, all changes would be re-
corded in Excel metadata and forensic investiga-
tion would be easier. 

� e need for quite a new approach to security 
of the company’s information asset (information, 
physical and human) (ISO, 2013) can be the � rst 
lesson learnt from this fraud case. Obviously, to 
prevent internal fraud in digital environment, a 
comprehensive micro-risk assessment must be 
performed more o� en than recommended by nu-
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merous international standards and recommenda-
tions (once or twice per year). A complex, holistic 
business enterprise security model suggested by 
the authors in the reference (Michelberger & Lá-
bodi, 2012), including risk-adopted access control 
mechanism that can deal with real-time threats 
and layered managing, operational and technical 
security controls (ISO, 2013; National Institute 
for Standards and Technology, 2013), should be 
applied to any business information system to pre-
vent or e�  ciently reduce internal fraud in digital 
environment. To reduce possible fraudulent activi-
ties, the companies can also employ continuous 
auditing techniques (Chan & Vasarhelyi, 2011; 
Vasarhelyi et al., 2012) in order to manage risk as 
well as to provide continuous assurance (Vasar-
helyi et al., 2004).

CONCLUSIONS

Taking into consideration previously explained 
case study and available literature, it is blatantly 
obvious that ICTs (Information and communica-
tions technologies) play an increasing role in cap-
turing accounting and overall business processes 
in an organization. It could be observed from the 
available fraud statistics and relevant history that 
fraud can occur anywhere and it continues to grow, 
especially in terms of losses and frequency. � ere-
fore, in order to successfully investigate fraud, 
joint e� orts of both digital investigator and fraud 
auditor is required by combining their auditing, 
computer crime and digital forensic investigation 
skills, which can be hardly encountered in a single 
person. Both of these two roles, fraud auditing 
and digital forensics, require skills, knowledge 
and abilities exceeding the traditional � nancial 
auditing. 

� ere are some key aspects of the fraud investi-
gation and many of them can be revealed in digital 
forensic examination process. In order to e� ective-
ly and e�  ciently detect fraud within a short period 
of time, it is crucial to provide strategic direction 
of the investigation prior to initiating the fraud 

analysis in digital environment. As a proactive 
anti-fraud profession has grown signi� cantly over 
the last decade (National Institute for Standards 
and Technology, 2013), anti-forensic activities are 
also becoming more and more sophisticated in 
order to hide or destroy digital data traces and 
potential digital evidence. 

In this paper, the authors applied the proposed 
fraud investigation model in the real fraud case and 
emphasized the importance of team work of an 
accounting auditor and digital forensic examiner 
to e�  ciently resolve any � nancial fraud in digital 
environment. However, continuous monitoring of 
development and usage of ICTs in capturing busi-
ness processes in the company is necessary in order 
to e� ectively and e�  ciently adopt and implement 
the upcoming changes in the fraud investigation 
process.

One of the ways to � ght fraud is to provide 
forensic readiness of companies in order to ensure 
a healthy business environment for development 
of national economies. 
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FORENZIČKO RAČUNOVODSTVO NA PRIMERU SLUČAJA ISTRAŽIVANJA PREVARE

Rezime: 

Ovaj rad prikazuje slučaj digitalne forenzičke analize u okviru koje se ispituju 
prevare izvšene unutar organizacije korišćenjem dva različita alata za foren-
zičku analizu, Tableau TD3 Touch Screen Forensic Imager i Access Data FTK 
Imager. Istraživanje prevara je više odraz mentalnog stava, a ne metodologije 
i ima drugačiji pristup u odnosu na finansijsku reviziju. Revizori se prevas-
hodno bave izuzecima, računovodstvenim nepravilnostima i utvrđivanjem 
obrazaca njihovog ponašanja. Finansijski revizori obraćaju posebnu pažnju na 
revizorski trag i materijalno značajne greške. Revizija slučaja bezgotovinskih 
pronevera izvršenih od strane zaposlenog, magacionera, biće predstavljena 
u ovom radu kako bi se se istakao značaj procesa ispitivanja prevare koji 
može ukazati na različite oblike finansijskog kriminala, a može se koristiti u 
privatnim i državnim preduzećima. Kako bi se utvrdilo prisustvo prevara u 
kompjuterizovanom računovodstvenom okruženju, neophodno je posedo-
vati znanja i veštine od značaja za proces revizije, kompjuterski kriminal i 
digitalnu forenzičku istragu, a koja se mogu steći kroz timski rad i saradnju 
digitalnih istražitelja i finansijskih revizora.

Ključne reči: 
revizija, 
računovodstvo, 
prevara,
forenzički dokaz, 
digitalna forenzička analiza.
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